Motorcoach Securement:
3S - Sliding Seat System
Two different Styles of Sliding Seat Storage

Safety Features:
- Cannot unlock the locked seat without the seat cushion in the upward position
- Seat cushion cannot go down unless the seat is locked in place

Seat locked in place

Seat won't flip down unless locked in place.
When it comes to motorcoach securement, there’s no question that the 3S - Sliding Seat System is the industry benchmark. Developed specifically to meet federal requirements, 3S makes the entire process safe, fast and easy. The seats permanently mounted belts allow quick and easy attachment to mobility aids. 3S works with all American Seating motorcoach recliner seats, including: unbelted 2000 series, Premier and the 2096.

User description of the Pedals for push-up/down system

1. Unlock bottom seat cushion and lift into upward position
2. Use the small forward lock pedal to unlock seat from the current position
3. Push either the forward or rear foot pedal to slide seat in desired direction
4. Slide seats forward or back until engaged
5. Push on rear pedal to relock seat in place

Features

- All applications support 3-point occupant restraint lap and shoulder belts
- Permanently mounted belts retract automatically and prevents loss or theft associated with loose belts
- Allows for all forward facing securement positions
- Safe and easy to use with front and rear foot pedal release mechanism; seat remains safely locked and unable to slide until the seat cushion is flipped up and secured
- All belts store completely when not in use
- Meets A.D.A. motor coach requirements
- Unsurpassed quality, craftsmanship and durability

Forward facing pedal: Push down on pedal to release lock and push seat into place.
Rear facing pedal: Pull up on pedal to release and push seat into place.
Our Mission

Since 1886, American Seating has set the standard for product design, durability and comfort. Our first transportation seat was introduced in 1931, and today we remain committed to exceeding the expectations of our customers. Our achievements serve as the platform for new and innovative products that are the benchmarks of our industry.